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Image description
Homely, natural, functional – that are the requirements for a contemporary kitchen. The spacious cooking table with 
its minimalist, fleet-footed design shapes the space without dominating it. With its generous size, it invites friends and 
family to sociable cooking events. At its side: a flexible kitchen helper, the next125 trolley. Depending on the personal 
taste, the flexible small furniture is a faithful servant as a kitchen, serving and trolley.

Also the space on the wall offers lots of storage space: the kitchen is accompanied by two tall units and offers lots of 
space for practical things. The space in-between is now cleverly used: thanks to the large-scale recess panel!

next125 Trolley
Timelessly elegant design combined with multifunctionality and mobility: the next125 trolley. Available as a kitchen, 
serving or bar trolley, it can be adapted to a great variety of situations and needs and offers an aesthetical and intel-
ligent answer to the modern lifestyle.

next125 Cooking table
The next125 cooking table is a workstation that is targeted at precision without compromise. Its slender legs in combi-
nation with the cubic base unit are an eyecatcher and create a perfect workplace for ambitious cooking experiences.
As the air conduction takes place on the back of the base unit, the cooking table can also be combined perfectly with
table extractors.

Material description

NX 510 Matt velvet lacquer, availble in 13 colours
The surfaces created by matt velvet lacquer are convincing from a visual and a haptic point of view and produced by 
a water based lacquer system with UV drying. This makes it possible to meet ecological demands and to assure high 
resistance. The lacquer is applied to a high-quality chip board with a special melamine coating and a thick edging on 
all four sides.
 
Price
On request
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Materials | Fronts NX 510 in L212M Sand grey matt velvet, 
cooking table in F628 in oak elegant bianco light 

Planning features | Cooking table, trolley, sideboard, re-
cess panel system next125 cube
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